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I'm really quite simple. I plant flowers and
watch them grow... I stay at home
and watch the river flow.
George Harrison
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ost days I need to pinch myself. When I moved
to Mexico over 20 years ago I didn’t have a welldefined plan, I just knew that the options facing
me in Canada were not what I was looking for. I
wanted things simpler and purer than working
for a large company and counting down the days until I could
retire.
When I arrived on the coast of Oaxaca it was like stepping back
in time. At first, I lived in a small rural village with no
telephone, intermittent electricity, and a million-dollar view of
the Pacific Ocean. I spent my days learning Spanish by talking
with village children and helping out in the kitchen of every
woman I met—asking questions about the way they cooked
and learning about the ingredients.
Eventually, I moved an hour down the coast to the tranquil
resort area of Huatulco. Huatulco is an eco-minded and
vibrant community with pristine ocean water, 36 beaches,
lush public gardens, private schools (I have a 17-year-old
daughter), medical services, and a wonderful mix of locals and
foreigners that all get involved in community outreach—from
organizing spay and neuter clinics for stray animals to building
elementary schools in rural villages.
In 2008, I opened my restaurant, Café Juanita. I used my
experience and knowledge of local ingredients and cuisine to
put together a menu that I hoped would appeal to both locals
and tourists. I hired a wonderful staff and trained them in the
type of service I wanted to offer: casual, friendly, and
welcoming. Almost 10 years later, I still have the same staff,
and I believe our focus on teamwork is the secret to our
success. Having my own business has been more rewarding
than I could have ever imagined. I love exploring different
marketing ideas, meeting my customers, working with
vendors, and continually learning about Oaxacan foods and
traditions.
Doing business in Mexico is not without its difficulties, but I
have found that the infrastructure in terms of permits and
regulations very much supports and encourages small
business owners.
Every morning I am excited to go to work. The village lifestyle
from my early days in Mexico taught me so much about quality
of life: time spent with family, slowing down, and acting as part
of a community. Mexican culture is very welcoming and the
people of Oaxaca are generous with their time and knowledge.
When you walk down the street in Huatulco, strangers will
smile and say, “Good morning,” and someone is always ready
to lend a helping hand. Through the success of my businesses,
I have had the opportunity to start a scholarship program
which encourages teenage girls to continue their education. It
is this ability to give back that makes coming to work even more
meaningful.
I stand in my restaurant, glass of wine in hand, looking out at
the Pacific Ocean and marvel at the vibrant pinks and oranges
of the sky as the sun begins to set. I pinch myself to see if all
this is real. It is.
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2018: Books to Brighten the New Year
By Carole Reedy

D

espite the conflicts of daily life, we readers can
always seek consolation in the hours we spend
with our favorite authors and books. This year
won't disappoint. Here's a sneak preview of
what's to come.

First, though, I'd like to mention a book I read in
the last days of 2017 and finished in the first of
2018: Here I Am by Jonathan Safran Foer, an
engrossing novel about the dynamics of Jewish
family and what it means to be a Jew. You don't
need to be Jewish to enjoy it! The author's ability
to portray the mystery, angst, and elation of
modern life through each of his utterly believable
characters is the reason it's already one of my
favorite books for 2017-18.
The new selections presented here for your reading enjoyment
and escape in 2018 are listed by month of announced
publication. Surprisingly, many of our favorite novelists have
written memoirs and books of essays and short stories. Is it
coincidence? I'm wondering about the reasons for their choices
to write in these genres.

February
FEEL FREE by Zadie Smith (Essays)
I hope this book of essays equals her brilliant novels. Critics
say it does.
I AM, I AM, I AM: SEVENTEEN BRUSHES WITH DEATH by
Maggie O'Farrell
Our favorite storyteller Maggie O'Farrell tries her hand at a
memoir about her near-death experiences. I'll read anything
she writes, so I'll give this a whirl too. If you haven't read
O'Farrell's fiction, start with This Must Be the Place or The
Vanishing Act of Esme Lennox.
WHAT ARE WE DOING HERE? by Marilynne Robinson
Robinson is best known for her novels, Housekeeping and
Gilead, as well as her books of essays. Recurring themes are
faith and rural life in the US. She's a winner of the National
Book Critics Circle, the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, the Orange
Prize for Fiction, and the Library of Congress Prize for
American Fiction. Her new book of essays is sure to prove
equal to her past successes.
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March
GUN LOVE by Jennifer Clement
Many of us have admired Clement ever since we read Prayers
for the Stolen, the story of women in a remote Guerrero town
who try to protect their young daughters from the
narcotraficantes who arrive in their window-tinted black SUVs
to take the girls away. In this new novel, Clement addresses
another troublesome topic: guns in the US.
YOU THINK IT, I'LL SAY IT by Curtis Sittenfeld
You guessed it. Sittenfeld is publishing her first collection of
ten short stories after considerable success with previous
novels.

April
SHARP: THE WOMEN WHO MADE AN ART OF HAVING AN
OPINION by Michelle Dean
It seems like a certain bestseller. Ten of our most adored
women writers who have had significant influence on the roles
of women and culture in the 20th century take center stage
here. Profiles of Nora Ephron, Joan Didion, and the prolific
Pauline Kael are included.
MACBETH by Jo Nesbo
The Hogarth Shakespeare Project has been recreating
Shakespeare's masterpieces into modern form since October
2015. Known for his dark Scandinavian mysteries, Nesbo is
one of the authors accepting this challenge. Additional titles in
the series are written by other top-notch 20th-century
novelists: Dunbar by Edward St. Aubyn (King Lear), Vinegar
Girl by Anne Tyler (The Taming of the Shrew), Hagseed by
Margaret Atwood (The Tempest), New Boy by Tracy Chevalier
(Othello), The Gap of Time by Jeanette Winterson (A Winter's
Tale), and Shylock is my Name by Howard Jacobson (The
Merchant of Venice). Gillian Flynn's retelling of Hamlet will be
published in 2021.

June
FLORIDA by Lauren Groff
Known as the author of Barack Obama's favorite book of 2015,
Fates and Furies, Groff is yet another author turning to the
short story genre. This collection is dedicated to her home
state of, yes, Florida.

Olivier Personal Chef brings a unique,
personalized experience to the comfort of
your home, guaranteeing maximum
quality and service in a cordial and
reserved environment.
-Private Chef Service
-Full-time Chef Services during your stay
-Deli Gourmet Delivery Service
Contact us for a quote:
Tel: 958 106 8966
Facebook: OlivierChefPersonal
English, French and Spanish spoken

September
MY STRUGGLE: BOOK SIX by Karl Ove Knausgaard
This series, centered around the author's life, has a huge
following throughout the world, and this volume is finally being
released in English. A friend and avid reader in Chicago who
has dedicated her time to reading Knausgaard's tomes claims
not to love them, but she is glad she has read them.
TRANSCRIPTION by Kate Atkinson
Atkinson mesmerized readers over the past few years with Life
After Life, followed by A God in Ruins. So we eagerly await her
newest novel. Once again the subject is war, this effort
featuring a woman who joins the Secret Service and is haunted
by her time even after she moves on to the BBC.
October
MR. OCCAM'S RAZOR by Barbara Kingsolver
Most readers agree that The Poisonwood Bible is Kingsolver's
greatest book and she continues to publish many different
types of novels. This latest one peeks into the lives of two
families from different eras living in the same house in New
Jersey.

Gift and Design
Shop
Guarumbo 15
La Crucecita, Huatulco
958 583 4594

Sadly missing from this list is the third Thomas Cromwell novel
by Hilary Mantel, the reigning queen of historical fiction, who
announced in 2017 that she anticipated a 2019 publication
date instead of the hoped-for 2018 date.
Another absent favorite is Jhumpa Lahiri, who these days is
dedicating her reading and writing to the Italian language.
There are many more new books to come in 2018 and they'll be
announced right here. Happy reading, friends!
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Growing Old in Huatulco – and Loving Life
By Marcia Chaiken and Jan Chaiken

W

e certainly were not spring
chickens when we first
came to Huatulco.
We
marveled that people over
age sixty-five traveled here
from distant places. And we were sure that
by the time we were seventy, we would need
to find a warm place in the U.S. rather than
in Mexico to provide the comforts and care
that our aging bodies would need.
It's not the first time in our lives that we were
totally wrong. We've found that, as the years
have passed, Huatulco has become even
more ideal. Culturally, physically, and
financially, we reap many benefits.
Culturally, the attitudes about and reactions
to aging in Huatulco, and more generally in
Mexico, are heartwarming, especially as
compared to other countries. In a recent
Pew survey conducted in 21 countries, when
asked who should bear the greatest
responsibility for the elderly, unlike many
other countries where the most common answer was “the
government,” Mexicans were much more likely to say, “their
families.” In the US, Americans were most likely to say,
“themselves.” And over the years we've developed quasifamilial relations with younger people in Mexico who look after
us as if we're their own.
English-language songs about growing older written after the
mid-20th century tend be be at best satiric, such as the
Beatles, “When I'm 64,” or they are downright mean. But one
of the most popular folk songs in Mexico is “Mi Querido Viejo”
(My Dear Old Person), a love song to an elder with the refrain:
“Yo soy tu sangre, mi viejo, Soy tu silencio y tu tiempo,” which
roughly translates to, “I am your blood, my Elder; I am your
silence and your time.” In Huatulco, rather than being treated
as a comical nuisance, our advancing age is regarded as a
cause for gentle loving care.
Experientially, in the U.S., grey hair often seems synonymous
with invisibility; many teens and adults who are standing and
blocking sidewalks don't notice older people trying to pass, or
certainly don't bother to move. Nor will they give up their seat
in a public area or on transportation. In cities in Mexico,
including Huatulco, younger people actively monitor the ability
of grey-haired people to progress unhindered and encourage
them to sit down to rest. Accidentally drop something in the
U.S., and elders are lucky if it doesn't get kicked aside by
people rushing to and fro. In Huatulco, an elder is likely to
experience younger people rushing over to help retrieve
dropped items. And when an older person loses balance and
falls in Mexico, everyone nearby rushes over to help them right
themselves and check to see if they need immediate medical
assistance.
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The physical benefits of living in Huatulco
are dramatically evident. We arrive from
the cold north with stiff joints, aching
bones and tense muscles. Within a few
hours, the warm moist air and sea-level
barometric pressure virtually washes away
those common complaints of aging bodies,
and we feel as if we've been rejuvenated.
The food available here is also conducive to
a wholesome diet. Fish fresh from the
ocean, organic fruits and vegetables, and
wholegrain breads are not only prevalent
but delicious. Although we see tourists
reeling from margaritas and other alcoholic
drinks, we stick to the excellent wines
available from around the world. And in
many Huatulco restaurants and condos,
the water is entirely safe to drink without
destroying the local ecology with plastic
bottles.
Physical exercise is also a pleasure. While
we no longer spend hours snorkeling, water
exercises are just as beneficial in calm bays
or ubiquitous swimming pools. Lovely
gardens provide opportunities for walks. And gyms are
accessible for equipment-aided strengthening.
Keeping mentally fit in Huatulco is also easy. There are many
volunteer activities that keep organizational and intellectual
skills sharp. Writing for The Eye is just one of these
opportunities.
“But what can you do in a medical emergency?” north-of-theborder skeptics frequently ask us. We've had our share, and
based on our experiences can assure them Huatulco is home to
incredible specialists such as Dr. Miriam Lara de la Rosa, an
ophthalmologist who, within a 30-minute exam, came up with
the same diagnosis and treatment as U.S. retina specialists
who employed hours of technologically-advanced testing.
Huatulco is also is less than one hour by air from Mexico City,
where there are some of the best specialists and hospitals in
the world. In our experience and that of friends who live in
Huatulco, the emphasis here on holistic medicine and patient
and family care results in not only availability of advanced
medical procedures, but faster and more complete healing.
Financially, older people who have established official
residency in Huatulco (or elsewhere in Mexico) can accrue
many benefits. All it takes is an INAPAM (Instituto Nacional de
las Personas Adultas Mayores) card, which can be obtained
with the requisite documentation in Santa María Huatulco.
The card entitles elders to deep discounts deep discounts for
taxes, water bills, hospitals, and pharmacies. Small discounts
are also provided at movie theaters and other entertainment
venues. And many museums and archeological sites,
including Parque Eco-Arqueológico Copalita (just past La
Bocana) are free for card holders.
When asked by well-meaning younger people if we aren't
getting too old to spend time in Huatulco, our usual response
is, “We're getting too old NOT to be in Huatulco.”

Getting to Huatulco
By Vair Clendenning

E

very year we decide that
we're going to Huatulco
again and every year we
go through the same
travel trauma, how are
we going to get there? Do we fly direct
from Calgary or do we fly to Florida
and visit friends before flying to
Huatulco through Mexico City? Is
there a better route that we missed,
are there better flights than WestJet
and Air Canada? All of these choices
make travel decisions difficult for us
seniors.
Last year in the Mexico City airport,
my wife, Donna, felt sick, so off she
went to the First Aid Station. Turns
out that she was suffering from
altitude sickness and once she was hooked up to an oxygen
bottle she felt fine. Mexico City is 7300 feet above sea level
and that's a little high for Miss Lazy Lungs, so no more flying
through Mexico City.
No stopping in Mexico City and we have reduced our travel
options by one and that kind of leaves us with flying direct or
driving. But wait, I don't want to drive, so I found a new
option: travel to Huatulco by boat. Go online to Vacations To
Go (www.vacationstogo.com) or call your travel agent and
check out cruises going through the Panama Canal with a
stop in Huatulco. I just checked Vacations To Go, and there
are two in December 2018 going east to west. You want to go
east to west because west to east is usually a five-day cruise
and that's not worth the cost.
Thursday, December 21,
2017, and we are boarding
the Coral Princess in Fort
Lauderdale, for a 14-day
cruise through the
Panama Canal from east to
west. We switched from
our favourite, Holland
America, because this
Princess cruise was the
only cruise to Huatulco
that fit our schedule. Our
14-day cruise will end after
10 days when we jump
ship in Huatulco on December 31.
Boarding was quick and easy because we arrived at 2pm and
the line-ups were long gone. Because I booked the cheapest
room available, we didn't have a room assigned to us. The
baggage guy took our bags and said, “Don't worry, you'll get
them. “ We're on Caribbean time so we don't worry.
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We proceeded to check-in and had a chat
about staterooms with the check-in lady.
Then she gave us our cards and said,
“Have a nice voyage,” and off we went. Not
off the ship, off to our stateroom.
Everywhere we went a nice person was
standing at the ready to direct us to our
stateroom. We couldn't have gotten lost if
we tried. Stateroom D212, I'll never forget
this, I opened the door and we had a
balcony stateroom, perfect for going
through the Panama Canal and Donna
was ecstatic. Whoever had booked this
room cancelled at the last minute and the
room became available. We didn't book a
room when we booked the cruise because
it's cheaper that way. Don't book the
room, take whatever is available upon
check-in and you save money. This time
we got lucky, we were nice to the check-in
lady Pamela and she returned the favour
and it paid off. Thank you check-in lady.
Our luggage finally showed up about 7pm, just in time to
unpack and go to bed for Donna; I stayed up till 8pm. Between
check-in and luggage arrival we explored the ship. Not to
worry, we found somewhere to eat without too much difficulty.
We have two sea days to enjoy before arriving in Aruba. This
time it's not the A-B-C Islands, just the A. The Aruba stop is
just a half-day, so it will be off to the beach and maybe some
Starbucks and free Wi-Fi if time permits. With luck, time won't
permit.
One little item on Princess
that needs discussion is the
shower. I told you we were
assigned a balcony
stateroom and that's good.
The shower in the
stateroom is so small, that
you have to get out of the
shower to turn around and
that's not good. The shower
stall is two feet by two feet
minus two square corners.
Donna wanted to know how I knew how big the shower stall
was so I told her I measured it. Then Donna wanted to know
where I got a measuring tape from and I told her I brought it
with me. She seemed surprised that I would bring a measuring
tape on a cruise but I thought it was normal to bring a
measuring tape on a cruise. Don't all men do that?
Anyway, back to the shower. We have established that the
shower stall is less than four square feet in size. The
showerhead is a fixed showerhead and it doesn't move so it
sprays half on the person showering and half on the wall,
which is not good because you can only use half of the four
square foot shower stall.
As I said earlier, our first stop is a half-day in Aruba. A half day
in Aruba is beach day, so I voted to go back to Eagle Beach and
Donna voted to go to Palm Beach. Tie vote, so Donna won and
we went to Palm Beach. I haven't quite figured out how that one
worked, but Donna said it was a fair vote and away we went.

Christmas Day is our second stop, and we dock in Cartagena,
Colombia. There is a lot of history in Cartagena – the Old City,
Las Murallas, Castillo de San Felipe de Barajas, Cartagena's
Cathedral, La Popa Monastery and the Las Bóvedas dungeons.
They were all completed, rebuilt, or renovated after Sir Francis
Drake tried to demolish them in the 16th century. None of
these historic buildings has changed for 415 years, and Donna
and I tour them all in two hours flat.
Boxing Day 2017 – The Panama Canal - The canal cruise takes
between six and eight hours, and for an extra $24,000, the
Coral Princess moves to the front of the line-up. We arrived
about eight in the morning and go straight into the canal at the
Gatun locks. The Gatun locks raise the ship 85 feet above sea
level in three lifts and we then sail out of the lock into Gatun
Lake and cruise for 77 kilometres to Pedro Miguel lock. Pedro
Miguel lowers us 28 feet and we then cruise into Miraflores lock
which lowers us the last 56 feet and we're back at sea level and
through the Panama Canal.
I know it sounds simple and it is for something that took 33
years to build and has operated without flaw for over 100 years.
All the water movement is gravity feed, no pumps to break
down, and the gates are now operated by 40HP electric motors.
The ships are moved through the canal locks by modern mules
(a type of electric locomotive that costs $1,000,000) and in a
nutshell, that's how the canal operates. Now you know as
much about the Panama Canal as I do.
December 27 is a sea day, and what do we do on sea days? Sea
days consist of eating, sleeping, tanning, eating, playing Trivia,
swimming, watching movies, eating, drinking coffee, resting,
sitting, sitting doing nothing, eating; all these activities tire us
out, but we can rest when we get to Huatulco in four more days.
If we're in Puntarenas, Costa Rica, it must be December 28,
and we are scheduled to take a ship's tour, having signed up for
a four-hour Jungle River Tour for $69.95 each. The first and
last hours are spent on a bus, and we have shopping stops
before we get on the riverboat and after we get off, so the actual
time on the river looking for crocodiles is about 1½ hours. We
see a number of crocodiles sleeping on the riverbank, so I work
it out and it costs us about $20 per croc. In addition, we saw
hundreds of birds, and they were free.
Next stop is San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua, ut no more tours.
When we get to San Juan del Sur, the sky is overcast and it
looks like rain. After a leisurely breakfast, we take the tender
ashore to explore. I must have been an explorer in a former life,
because we do the entire town in under two hours and go back
to the ship for more R&R. Tomorrow is a sea day, so I need to
rest up for all our activities at sea.
Today is Sunday, December 31, and the day we disembark the
Coral Princess in Huatulco Mexico. To disembark a ship
before the final stop, you have to apply—in advance of
departure—to your cruise line for early disembarkation. Once
approved, you will receive an Approved Route Deviation
Request letter. Three or four days before arriving in Huatulco,
take your request letter to the ship's front desk and ask to
speak to whoever deals with customs in port. The front desk
will find that person, who will walk you through the
disembarkation procedure and give you whatever forms you
need to fill out. It's as easy as that.
The cost of cruising to Huatulco is about ten times the cost of
flying, but it also takes ten times as long so it evens out. We
enjoyed it so much that we're booking a Holland America cruise
next fall to do it again. For us, it's so long to Mexico City and
hello to the open seas.
Read more about Vair’s adventures onhis blog:
www.travelingwithgrumpyanddonna.com

Loving Where We Live!
Why I love Huatulco

How We Wound Up in Huatulco Mexico

By Julie Etra

By Marcia and Jan Chaiken

It was 2007, Día de los Muertos in Oaxaca
City. We left the Valley of Oaxaca and
drove over the Sierra Madre to the Bahías
of Huatulco for the first time. This area
was suggested to us by a client of mine,
an engineer who had visited this coast,
and who also suggested we watch the
Mexican movie 'Y Tu Mama También',
which included gorgeous yet poignant
scenes filmed on Cacaluta beach. We
were fed up with Los Cabos and were
looking around, for new experiences and
opportunities, fewer people, more nature, and a swimmable
sea. Mexico. We passed fields of agave (maguey) as we headed
south to the Sierra Madre Sur. Up and over via the sinuous
one-lane highway, crossing oak-pine woodlands, cloud forest
with tree ferns, tropical perennial forest, selva seca (deciduous
semi-tropical forest), and the gorgeous coast. The sea, the air,
the flowers, the birds, the wildlife, the food, the people, the
music. A day on the ocean, a Saturday night on the zócalo, La
Bocana, Zimatan. Another day up to the Rio Magdalena, Hagia
Sofia and on to Pluma, west to the Lagunas of Manialtepec and
Chacahua. The diversity. That's is what I love about Huatulco,
the diversity, right here, and so close.

On January 20, 2001 at exactly
noon, George W. Bush became
POTUS, and Jan became the
former Director of the Bureau of
Justice Statistics, US Department
of Justice.
The transition of
administrations had not gone well
and, sure that the US was in for a
catastrophic event, we decided to store all our possessions
near Washington DC and drive to Mexico. We packed some
clothes, snorkel gear, a pot, a pan, a toaster oven, and Marcia's
computer – essential for the research projects she was still
leading in the US – and we headed south.
We spent much of the coming months wandering through
many states in Mexico; from north to south, from east to west.
We visited major cities, rural villages, many archeological sites,
and countless beach communities. After thousands of topes,
many rough roads, and enough adventures to fill the Eye for
years to come, we pulled off the highway into Huatulco. We
couldn't believe our eyes: absolutely smooth roads, modern
infrastructure, seemingly endless stretches of pristine
beaches, and schools of tropical fish that appeared to be
oblivious to our intrusion. There were so few people and places
to stay that it seemed as if a paradise had been created just for
us. That was 17 years ago, and of course we returned.

How We Chose Huatulco

Loving Huatulco Life

By Brooke Gazer

By Renee Biernacki

We left Canada in February of 1999,
spending five months living like gipsies,
exploring every beach on Mexico's Pacific
coast. We were looking for the perfect
place to open a B&B but had not found it
until we arrived in Huatulco.
We were immediately struck by how
beautiful it was here; the pristine
beaches, the groomed palm lined
boulevards, and the tidy town center of La Crucictia. It felt like
a place that tourists would want to visit. We were also
impressed with the infrastructure that FONATUR had
developed and the fact that the land titles were clean. We had
viewed to many properties that were not and this was a concern
for us.
On our day third day, at seven in the morning, we drove to La
Entrega to go snorkeling before anything was open. Seeing a
huge sea turtle swimming underwater was a mesmerizing
moment and we took it as a sign that we had indeed found our
new home.
We bought property overlooking Tejoncito cove, hired an
architect to build Agua Azul la Villa, and have never looked
back. It was the best decision we have ever made.

It's nearly impossible to choose one
attribute that I love about Huatulco.
There's the amazing food, gorgeous bays,
unfailing weather, friendly people, and
the authenticity. I could go on and on but
unfortunately I have to choose one. Well
actually I will chose two because the
people and authenticity of Huatulco go
hand in hand. This extremely diverse
town is made up of so many interesting
and authentic individuals, which makes
this place so captivating.
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The main reason I wanted to get involved with The Eye team
was by being intrigued with one of Jane Bauer's articles. I was
reading The Eye for the first time. The issue was Sept 2013, ON
THE ROAD. It was the "Editors Letter," about her bike trip to
Playa Zipolite. This amazed me. I knew I had to meet this
fascinating person and No, I'm not being a suck-up! Then I met
the rest of this talented and interesting team of people and was
overjoyed to be a part it. I started to distribute the magazine to
numerous establishments. It was a way to meet locals, expats, and visitors and converse with them by using my
Spanglish. Meeting new people is an everyday activity. The
locals are pleasant, skillful, and accommodating. I enjoy being
active in the community. Why else but to continue meeting
authentic people in the authentic town of Huatulco.

My San Agustinillo Top 10
Ten Reasons I Love My Mexico City Life
By Carole Reedy
1. The view from my terrace as the sun
rises over the trees while below the
cacophony of the city awakens all.
2. Purchasing freshly ground Cuban
coffee from Gran Premio, the 55-year-old
corner coffee shop.
3. Tacos de cochinita pibil at the Diablos
Rojos baseball game.
4. Talking to taxi drivers, who know more about politics than
anyone else in the city.
5. Taking visitors for a ride on the Turibus.
6. Attending morning MET opera transmissions at the
Auditorio Nacional…and the lecture just before given by
maestro Sergio Vela.
7. Buying pirated DVDs from street vendors.
8. Slugging down vino tinto from my boda bag, accompanied by
empanadas de carne, at a corrida de toros at Plaza Mexico.
9. Roaming Avenida Reforma.
10. Observing the care with which young women apply their
makeup on the Metrobus.

The People of Oaxaca

By Leigh Morrow
Like many Moms, I remember the moments in my life, not by
the calendar year, but rather, by the age our daughter was
when the event happened.
This memory is forever etched in my recall banks.
Hailey was five, and we were savoring those last few times when
we could vacation outside of the school calendar. It was
February, maybe March, and the three of us, had ventured
from the Caribbean side of Mexico, and our favorite island, Isla
Majors, to explore the lesser-known Pacific pueblos of Puerto
Escondido, Puerto Angel and Zipolite. On a drive outside of
Puerto Angel, where we were staying, we bumped along the dirt
coast road to see what lay over the bend.
What greeted us was not much more than a fishing village, with
a tent and RV site right on the beach, and a handful of beach
restaurants, three hotels,, and a few little tiendas selling beer,
chips, ice, (yes ice in those days for campers coolers), and not
much else. If the amenities were limited, what captured us was
the idyllic beach and fabulous swimming. The waves were
gentle enough to play in, and the water deliciously warm. After
a great beach day, I remember, eating huge shrimp at a
restaurant that still stands today, overlooking a setting sun.
Rocking a tuckered Hailey in a hammock, my husband and I,
toasted to a great day in a tiny unknown pueblo called San
Agustinillo, a pronoun with far too many letters in it for me
back then. We returned every day that vacation, to play in the
waves and walk the wide clean beach. Then we did not return
for many years. Yet I could not shake the idea that San
Agustinillo, was waiting.
On a whim, wondering what had happened to our piece of
paradise, we returned four or maybe five years later, staying
right in town, and soaked in the atmosphere and the new
changes that had arrived and were putting San Agustinillo on
the map.
It was like we had arrived home, again.

By Alvin Starkman, M.A., J.D.
It wasn't the climate. It wasn't the cost of
living. It wasn't the ex-pat community.
And we don't much care for sun surf or
sand. In fact it had nothing to do with
even wanting to select a place in Mexico
for retirement. To be clear, my wife and I
had no plans to ever move from Toronto –
until we began our love affair with the
people of the city of Oaxaca and its
central valleys; urban white, rural
indigenous, and everyone in between.
In the early 1990s we began making
Oaxacan friends on our visits 2 – 3 times
a year. Virtually immediately upon becoming acquainted, they
began inviting us into their homes, to their family weddings,
and to attend all other manner of rites of passage. Their
warmth and welcoming nature served as an inducement for us
to improve our Spanish, so we did, by each taking a month's
intensive, private one-on-one classes.
The people of Oaxaca kept drawing us back, as if somehow
calling us to become part of their society and multiplicity of rich
and diverse cultural traditions. And so when we made the move
in 2004, truth be told we already had as many Oaxacan as
Torontonian friends.
Alvin Starkman – Mezcal Educational Excursions of Oaxaca

Five years ago this month, we began the process of building our
"tree house" home as we have nicknamed it, due to how it
perches over the village, and is mostly open to afford the sea
views. We return now, as often as work permits, and these are
the ten top reasons why I love San Agustinillo.
1. The amazing bay for swimming which allows you to just bob
along in a usually deliciously warm clear ocean water.
2. The long wide clean beaches that allow me to run barefoot
and free every morning
3. The sweet twisting main road with its cascading
bougainvillea's in a symphony of orange and pink
4. The secret sandy cove my Dad loved, and since his passing
has been nicknamed in his honor, Poppa's Cove.
5. The sunshine that shines here more than most, even with
climate change
6. The Mexican spirit, that is unshakeable. The village
residents are most resilient people I know.
7. The wild parrots that sing to me each morning
8. The dolphin, turtle and whale tours by my hero Captain Beto
9. The stars! Oh my, and once the Milky Way that took my
breath away
10. The new relaxed rhythm of the day, as time slows down,
and we learn to just BE.
Leigh Morrow is a Vancouver writer, and co-author of Just
Push Play-on Midlife. She owns and operates Casa Mihale, a
vacation rental in the coastal village of San Agustinillo, Mexico.
Her house can be rented at www.gosanagustinillo.com
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Love Motels
By Deborah Van Hoewyk

What's Love Got to Do with Them?
Everyone I know who drives to Huatulco has been in one. Ours
was on the road heading out of San Luis Potosí, a confusing city
to drive in, so when we saw the entrance to a motel (as opposed
to a hotel), we thought it might be our last chance and we rolled
right on in. We thought it a little strange when a disembodied
voice seemed to be talking to us, and our Spanish wasn't great,
so soon a guy came out to talk to us in the very nice parking lot,
where most of the cars seemed to be in garages. Yes, we wanted
a room. He asked, “How long?” “Just one night,” we replied.
Wrong answer. We didn't get one of the cute garages.
We soon discovered we were in what's variously called a “love
motel,” a hotel de paso, a hotel garaje, etc. It was the wrong
thing to bring luggage. It was definitely the wrong thing to ask
if the cats could come to the room—that seemed to be a
horrifying prospect. And it was interesting that the room
locked from the outside but not the inside.
The room was spiffy clean, still scented with disinfectant, but
the obligatory show-how-the-tv-works episode was the dead
giveaway—all stations played porn of various genres. Not to
mention the exaggerated Kama Sutra/tantra chair (sillón de
posiciones, potro del amor [“love pony”]), about 18”
higher/steeper than the ones on Amazon; it came with a onepage, full-color, laminated (easy-to-wipe-down) photo guide to
the sexual positions it facilitated. Not your beginning yoga
class.
Room-service cheeseburgers arrived via a Lazy Susan
contraption in the wall; we did have to yell at someone who
arrived at midnight to clean the room (remember the door
doesn't lock from the inside?). Apparently “one night” doesn't
necessarily mean “ALL” night. And, we've learned, a sign
saying “motel” means “love motel,” not “hotel,” as does a large
sign saying “HOTEL” or “AUTOHOTEL” with no, or a very small,
name.
The Love Motel/Hotel Business
Such establishments are big business in Asia's eastern
countries, a $40 billion industry in Japan—twice as much as
the anime cartoon market, and their primary purpose is
providing an often high-tech setting for extramarital sex.
They've been around in Latin America for a long time,
apparently getting a big boost with entrepreneurial
immigration from the Galicia area of Spain after the Spanish
Civil War—many are still run by the kids and grandkids. But
Latin love hotels aren't quite the same as the ones in Asia.
Latin America comprises primarily Catholic countries, and
hoteles de paso testify to a certain double moral standard;
whatever you want to do is okay, so long as your sexual sins are
conducted with discretion. Travel + Leisure points out that the
third Wednesday in July, the Day of the Secretary in Mexico, is
one of the busiest days of the year in “all classes of love hotels.”
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Latin love motels serve the intra-marital market as well. Think
about it—how do you suppose multi-generational families
crammed into small houses get any larger, when privacy is so
hard to come by? What about the modern young professional,
who wants to sleep with her boyfriend without rubbing it in her
grandmother's face? Or same-sex relationships? (Note that a
few places still won't serve the LBGT community, or groups.)
The basic principles are no identification—your car (and its
license plate) gets hidden ASAP. There is usually no face-toface contact with anyone (unless you're a wandering, Spanishdeficient gringo). And, you get a space for sex. The assets are
privacy, of course, and the ability to hide your car (those
wandering gringos are often overpacked, and having a secure
garage means you don't have to unpack). A good number do
allow you to bring your pets, or at least when you get the cute
garage, who knows where the cats go? In general, love motels
are less expensive than hotels.
At the low end, especially in poorer, rural areas, you might get a
canvas curtain to hide the car, and a mattress on the floor in
front of the car. Clean sheets, though. Usually. From there,
enterprises move on up a scale. A midrange love motel might
offer a sparkling clean bathroom, comfy beds and lots of fluffy
towels, the TV with porn stations, multiple mirrors, and sex
toys from a menu or dispensing machine.

The New Model—Very Chic, Very Lujo!
What's more interesting is the emergence of the luxury upscale
love hotel, particularly in and around Mexico City; according to
Chilango, the CDMX life-style magazine, 84% of their readers
have been to a love hotel. And Mexico City is home to Aurelio
Vasquez, director of the design firm DIN Interiorismo. DIN and
Vasquez have done traditional hotels—according to the DIN
website, they're now working on creating a new image for
Howard Johnson—but they specialize in renovating traditional
hotels into centers of sensuality with an emphasis on young,
fun, bright colors, and geometric design. (BTW, if you're
interested in the language of design rationales, visit their site:
www.din.com.mx.)
Take the Pyrámides del Valle, in Colonia del Valle. Rooms come
in standard, suites, and master suites. A master suite
includes a sinuous pool that ends with a cascade-and-cave
setup, complete with TV and seating behind the waterfall. It
also includes all the appropriate appurtenances: swinging
chairs and platforms for en aire activities, pole-dance with
slotted cushions, fajódromo (series of padded steps or seats,
can be fastened to the wall, can also be set in a corner and
equipped with handcuffs—that would be a rincon del sacrificio,
according to www.hoteleskinky.com), Kama Sutra/tantra
chair or potro del amor, jacuzzis, pools with slides, and rotating
beds.
And . . . these more upscale enterprises do up Valentine's Day
in style, with specials for February 14 that put to shame the
heart-shaped beds covered in rose petals so popular in the
Poconos in the U.S. According to the website Share It Maybe
(https://shareitmaybe.com/2015/02/) Mexico's Dia del Amor
y Amistad (Day of Love and Friendship) is transforming itself
into a day for couples to “give gusto” to their bodies; those who
say “no, never,” well, how do they explain the long lines outside
the love hotels (no reservations are taken)?
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The site ranks the top five “Valentine hotels,” with Pyrámides
del Valle coming in at 5 (the pole-dance is in the shower). Hotel
Cuore (Santa Úrsula Coapa, Coyoacán) is number 4, another
DIN Interiorismo design, although there's a warning that
hotels in this area are fond of taping their guests. Number 3 is
the Hotel Santa Fe (on the Mexico-Toluca highway), where
rooms come with erotic dice (one die has different verbs on each
side, and the other has nouns/body parts), and are
“impeccably clean.” Coming in second is Roma Amor (Colonia
Roma Norte), and its winning features are that it has
conventional hotel attributes like air conditioning and Wifi in
addition to the regular “love-and-friendship aids.” The best of
the best is the V Motel Boutique (Colonia Tacubaya), with a Sky
Suite that has a “spectacular vista of the city” seen from a
rotating bed, a lingerie menu, erotic games, gourmet menu,
and molecular drinks (another time, people!).
Should you happen to be looking for one of these places in the
CDMX area, there's a list. You can choose from “economical,”
“cheap,” and “romantic” hotels. The guide shows photos,
provides descriptions, lists the pros and cons of the
establishment, and offers a his-and-her assessment section.
http://www.guiahotelesdepaso.com/p/lista-de-hotelesresenados.html.
Then there's the Hotel Doux in Los Mochis, Sinaloa. Might be a
little downscale, but it nonetheless has a steady stream of
customers registering for Room 51, which is done up in shades
of pink, purple, and beige, and has a laminated menu of sex
toys (dildos, $380 MXN). It's the very room where the Mexican
marines took Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzmán Loera after he and
his lieutenant crawled through the sewers, hijacked a little red
car, and drove into the arms of the waiting federales. Where
better to hide him out until he could be transferred to secure
custody? They sat him right down, still sporting sewer sludge,
on the mauve satin bedspread. No word on whether they paid
the $300 MXN for six hours.

Birds without Borders
By Brooke Gazer

H

uatulco welcomes a wide
variety of tourists yearround. In winter, Canadians
and Americans come to
evade the cold. Summer
sees more Europeans, along with
Mexican nationals, and people from
South and Central America. Many are
merely passing through for a week or two,
while others stay for the season. And then
there are people like us - we love it here so
much that we never leave.
Like humans, migrating birds also
appreciate the semitropical climate of Huatulco. And similar to
humans who stop here, there are four types of migratory birds:
winter residents, summer residents, passers-through, and
migrants who join the resident populations.
Just as many readers of The Eye fly into Huatulco to avoid the
freezing temperatures up north, so do some of our feathered
friends. The difference is that they do it under their own steam.
The Ruby Throated Hummingbird and the Painted Bunting are
two examples of birds that come from the north and stay for the
winter. They are joined a little later by various species of ducks,
who take their time getting here, preferring Huatulco in March
and April.
The Blue Grey Gnatcatcher and the Yellow Breasted Chat are
good examples of summer residents. They can be found here in
July and August.

Marina Chahue, Huatulco
Tel. 958 105 1671
Cel. 958 100 7339
Closed Mondays

Join Us for Brunch!
Sundays 9am- 3pm

www.cafejuanitamexico.com
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The Laughing Gull passes through only
briefly. They only vacation in Huatulco for a
week or two during their journey from as far
away as Canada en route to South America
and again in the reverse. Certain species of
Sandpipers also stop by for a brief rest.
After the Orchard and Baltimore Orioles
migrated here from points north, many of
them decided to stay. Recently I have noticed
a few Northern Cardinals who had the same
idea. Like my husband and me, these
migrants are now part of the resident
populations.
I am not an avid birder, but who wouldn't derive pleasure from
watching the antics of these colorful little beasts? And there's
a lot to see – 291 species of birds either live in or pass through
Huatulco. With almost 210 square kilometers of virgin forest,
the Huatulco National Park provides a wonderful sanctuary. It
is a perfect place for our transient friends to rest and fatten up
before their next long trek. The Eco-Archaeological Park is
another favorite spot. Both sanctuaries offer a variety of ecosystems for the wide range of visitors flying in.
It is not even necessary to visit the parks to see birds - they are
everywhere. Serious birders, who were guests at our B&B, have
added to their lifelong list while sitting on their terraza, and by
walking in the neighborhood. I love that Huatulco hosts such a
vast variety of visitors all year round…with or without feathers.

My Surgery in Huatulco
By Brent May

I

often get asked about heath care in Mexico. Typically, my
response is generic. In fact, during my last webinar I
explained how affordable the care I receive is; however, I
explained that my needs are very basic. For example, I
receive acupuncture, cupping and a massage once a
week, all for a fraction of the price I would pay in Canada. I visit
the dentist twice a year and pay wonderfully affordable prices
and when I've had to visit a doctor for a cold, it is inexpensive as
well. My needs are basic but on a warm tropical December
morning that changed.
I woke up to find a cyst on my bottom that was sore, swollen,
red and did not look good from any angle. Immediately I started
to panic. What could be wrong with me, I thought? My thoughts
started to race. How should I deal with such a thing?
I went straight to see Dr.
Paulina Corona, a licensed
MD who practices holistic
medicine. I really like that
she has studied and
understands both styles of
medicine. Surprised to see
me unannounced, she
apologized and explained
she was on her way to the
airport. However, she could
see the stress on my face. I
explained my situation and she advised I needed to get the cyst
drained and cut out immediately by a surgeon. Slightly
shocked I asked, “Do we have a surgeon in Huatulco?”
Fortunately, her answer was YES, and she explained the
location of his office. I was off to find his office.
I found the surgeon's office less than 5 minutes away. I had
driven by it many times and did not even realize it was there. I
approached the receptionist, explained that I had a “mucho
problemo” and that Dr. Paulina had sent me. She asked me to
take a seat and wait 10 minutes for the surgeon to arrive. I
anxiously waited for only about 7 minutes when the surgeon
walked through the front door. He took a moment and then
called me into his office.

Mezcal
Educational Excursions of Oaxaca TM/MR
While in the state capital, learn about this century's
most coveted spirit by spending a day with recognized

Due to my continued
handicap of speaking
limited Spanish, we Google translated some messages
to make sure nothing was
misunderstood. Next, I was
on his operating table, so he
could have a look. He
advised me that he could
take care of the cyst now
with some pain or later at
the hospital with no pain. I
opted to get it done instantly. At that point the receptionist
became the surgeon's nurse and they started on my first minor
emergency in Mexico. There was a little pain but overall the
surgery was quick and relatively easy. The surgeon went over
the care needed and wrote a prescription for medication.
Lastly, we made an appointment to get my stitches out and test
results back.
What I learned:
The first thing I learned is that we do have a surgeon in
Huatulco! I also learned that the care I received was excellent.
The process was clean, and it all happened faster than I could
have imagined. I was in such shock with how fast that
happened that I went back to work until my colleagues sent me
home. It was also extremely affordable. I paid 4,000 MXN ($214
USD or $266 CAD) for the minor emergency surgery and 5,000
MXN ($268 USD or $332 CAD) to test the cyst. The other and
most important thing I learned is that the cyst was benign, and
I continue to have a clean bill of health.

Brent May is a founder of Bayside Real Estate
Huatulco.
www.baysiderealestatehuatulco.com

Contact us for all your
legal needs!
Lawyer Victoria M. Wuotto

authority Alvin Starkman. Visit rural artisanal
distilleries (palenques) using both ancestral clay pot
and traditional copper stills. For novices and
aficionados alike. Sample throughout your excursion
with no obligation to buy.

www.mezcaleducationaltours.com
mezcaleducationaltours@hotmail.com

Immigration
Family Law
Real Estate
Consulting

Plaza Chahue, local 12
Blvd. Benito Juarez s/n
cel. 044 958 585 8651
lic.vmwuotto@gmail.com
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Morning Walk
By Margarita Meyendorff

I

t's about a three-minute walk to the beach from our
gorgeous blue and white casita aptly named La Casa Azul
in San Agustinillo, Mexico. The salty sea air is prevalent
as Miky and I wake up to the sound of rooster crows and
the Pacific waves crashing on the shore. If we wake up
early enough, we can watch the splendid red-blood orange
globe of the sun rising behind the palm tree on our balcony. For
ten minutes, it keeps the intensity of that color before turning a
lighter yellow as it rises above the pale blue sky and darker blue
of the Pacific.
Miky and I take our bathing suits off our clothesline,
sometimes still damp from the evening before. We put them
on, grab our sunglasses and flip flops, walk down our steps and
pass pink/white/blue flowers growing in our garden,
surrounding our path. We pass the small blue swimming pool
and the little casita with the arbor of fuchsia flowers. We pass
the banana trees with their huge leaves swaying in the breeze
and we pass the papaya trees with sexy large papayas hanging
from the crook of the limbs. We finally reach the orange metal
back door which leads us out of our garden and into the world
of our Mexican neighbors.
We descend down the steep cobblestone path, cross the dirt
path and reach our pathway to the beach. We pass Tutta, a
mop-looking, white, short-legged dog, who is always lying in
our path. She is so dirty and smelly that even she knows that
she is untouchable. She looks up at me with these little
pathetic black beady eyes and I pet her head and tell her that
she is beautiful.
On the right we see the lady who rakes her red clay yard every
day and hardly ever looks at us. Today she saw us and
answered our “Buen Dia” greeting. On the left is some broken
construction and another red clay yard where two dogs are
always chained and bark as we pass. There are roosters and
hens everywhere - in the jungle trees, in the doorways, on the
roofs, on the path. The huge roosters with their bright red
heads and multi-colored feathers strut their stuff in front of the
cackling hens. It's morning, they all have something to say.
A little white bunny has just crossed our path into a neighbor's
yard - food for the wild dogs unless an owner intervenes and
puts it back into its cage. We continue our descent. In the bend
of the path, there is a doorway on the left with a muddy trail
leading to the interior of a fisherman's home. A makeshift fence
made of rocks, corrugated panels and barbed wire separates
one cement home from another. Wooden beams hold up the
earth that is someone's front yard.
On the right are some open cement and wooden buildings with
glass windows (clearly an extravagance) and a yard filled with
hanging laundry and smells of fried breakfast. A large family
lives here - the old and young playing, eating, lying in
hammocks, cooking on open fires, living their lives. Often
there is water trickling down the path from the clean washed
laundry - we step from side to side avoiding the dirty smelly
water.
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There are at least two or three hammocks per Mexican
household.
Carlos, the taxi driver, lives with his family across the path on
the left side. His yard is made of cement and his two maroon
and white San Agustinillo Nissan taxis are parked there. There
is a religious shrine on one side of the taxis and a hammock on
the other. A young girl sweeps the yard.
Sweeping of yards is a morning ritual.
A few steps down, another household lives with a colorful
parrot making its morning noises. Children run between
households or play with their toys on the path. Women
balance loads on their heads and walk very straight up and
down the path delivering their wares to their families or
neighbors. Sewage, wastewater and pink laundry detergent
smells mingle with the smoke of cooking or garbage fires. We
look up to the bright purple-flowered bushes that line the right
side of the road, hoping for a waft of natural perfume.
The road flattens out as we near the main street of San
Agustinillo, which we have to cross to reach the beach. On the
right side lives the family who owns the corner store where we
often buy milk and water. Here too, the laundry washing is in
full swing, more dirty water on the path to avoid. Almost at the
end of the path is their compost pile, tucked away on the side of
the road, where a mother hen has dug a home for her chicks.
The other day, I saw a young dog that wanted to play with the
chicks and was chasing them around the path. The mother
hen would not have any of that nonsense and flew at the dog so
ferociously that the dog sat down on its haunches, stunned by
the mother's bravery. Disappointed, the dog sauntered off.
Across the path on the left is the boarded-up makeshift bakery
where a year ago we bought chocolate croissants for our
breakfast. We would order the croissants on the way to the
beach and pick them up after our walk and swim. They were
still warm from the oven. They cost pennies and were the best
croissants I have ever eaten.
We cross Main Street, bustling with people, cars, trucks,
camionetas (public transportation trucks) buses and scooters.
We take a few steps down and within twenty feet of the dusty
chaos, our feet touch the white sand of the beach. We walk
toward the sea to the wet part of the sand where the Pacific
waves pound the shore and recede, leaving perfect curvy lines
and a comfortable hard sandy surface to walk on. A clean mist
rises from the waves and we're off on our walk and swim before
breakfast.

Margarita Meyendorff is the author of the
memoir Displaced Person which is available
on Amazon.
www.margaritameyendorff.com

Plaza Coyula Local 4
Santa Cruz, Huatulco
(behind Banamex)
Tel: 958 100 9998

Teen Pregnancy in Mexico
By Kary Vannice

M

ore than 30% of
M e x i c a n
t e e n a g e r s
between the
ages 15 to 19 are
sexually active, 56% of these
teen girls become pregnant.
Mexico ranks number one for
teen pregnancy among the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), made up of 35
developed and developing
countries.
The price of teenage
promiscuity is high. Teen
pregnancy puts a tremendous
burden not only on the young mother but on her family,
community and society as a whole. It affects the health care
system, the education system, social and government
programs, and family units. It costs millions and millions of
pesos and, more disturbing, thousands of lives every year, of
both mothers and children. In Mexico, infants of mothers
under 20 face a 50% greater risk of prenatal mortality or death
in the first weeks of life. As a result, every year girls aged 15 to
19 subject themselves to dangerous abortions, contributing to
maternal mortality and long-term health problems. Globally,
pregnancy and childbirth complications are the second
highest ranking cause of teen mortality.
And the trend of teen pregnancy in Mexico is steadily
increasing, rising by nearly 10% from 2014 to 2016.
So, who's to blame? Is it the young girls themselves, as one
Mexico state health secretary implied when he said that high
teen pregnancy rates in his state are caused both by
"irresponsibility among females and inattention on the part of
the heads of families."
Statistics on teen sex show that, indeed, 49% do not use any
method of contraception their first time having sex. What that
statistic does not show, however, are the circumstances in
which many of young girls have their first sexual encounter.
Perhaps to find the real cause, one must consider some even
more alarming statistics related to young Mexican girls.
In one report, a UNICEF representative in Mexico, Christian
Skoog, said teenage pregnancies are often the result of violence
against women, with studies showing that more than 60% of
young girls in Mexico experiencing some form of violence in
2015.
That report was supported by an article which quoted the
Interior Minister Miguel Osorio Chong as saying most girls who
get pregnant before the age of 15 are victims of "some kind of
physical violence."
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And those statistics don't even
capture the youngest girls affected.
Osorio was also quoted as saying
"One in six pregnancies in this
country, nearly 20%, are girls
between 10 and 19 years old."
Ten-year-old girls getting pregnant?
Surely, pregnant ten- and elevenyear-old girls are not the result of
young, impressionable girls looking
for love in all the wrong places.
No, when a ten-year-old girl gets
pregnant it is almost always the
result of incest or rape.
Forbes Mexico recently highlighted
some of the most common
underlying causes of teen pregnancy:
·

·

·
·

A culture of gender inequality that prevents young
women from finishing their studies by forcing them to
take on domestic tasks and child raising at home
Societal norms that perpetuate the violence and
impunity of child sexual abuse and exploitation (even
in family environments) that is estimated to affect
more than 16,000 adolescents in Mexico, the vast
majority of them girls
Poverty in marginalized communities that see child
marriage as a family survival strategy
The lack of study opportunities in rural communities
and quality education, which lead teenagers to leave
school and go to work or start a life as a couple

Numbers, statistics, and talk about gender bias and social
norms help to frame the issue, but personal stories really color
in the lines.
In 2015, the Washington Post published a pictorial article
about a young Mexican girl named Gloria from the community
of Maluco, in the north of the Istmo de Tehuantepec. Gloria was
repeatedly raped by her father before giving birth to her son at
the age of 12. As a result, she was forced to drop out of school to
care for her child and help earn money for her family.
Gloria's story is not uncommon. It is a story I have personally
heard time and again in Latin countries. I once met a 22-yearold grandmother in Costa Rica because of a similar culture of
abuse.
Equally as tragic is the story of "Rosa" as told in an article
published by the Agence France Presse. At the age of 12, Rosa,
a young girl from Puebla, Mexico, was sold into sex slavery by
her own mother, twice!
The second time she ended up pregnant and was sent to Casa
Mercedes, a home for young pregnant girls. Casa Mercedes in
Mexico City provides a safe place for girls to live, get and
education and, if they choose, to raise their babies. They are
also given the option to give the baby up for adoption or have an
abortion.

Claudia Colimor runs Casa Mercedes. She tells the story of
Rosa this way…
"She got pregnant from being forced into sex work, because her
mother had sold her. The first time, she refused to believe her
own mother had sold her. She ran away, went home to her
mom asking for help, and her mom sold her again."
I can't help but go back to the statement made by the
government health official that blamed "irresponsible females"
and "inattentive heads of families" for the teenage pregnancy
crisis in Mexico.
I have to wonder how the number of young girls getting
pregnant will ever be reduced if government officials blame the
victims and refuse to acknowledge that, often times, at least in
the cases of very young girls, it is the heads of families that are
the perpetrators themselves.
Government officials are going to have to do better. And many
of them are. The aforementioned Secretary of the Interior,
Miguel Osorio Chong, after acknowledging that there are
340,000 pregnancies to girls between 10 and 19 years of age in
Mexico annually, said his goal in 2018 is to eradicate
pregnancy in girls 10 to 15 years old. And to reduce by 50%
that of young women between 15 and 19.
And, last October, another lawmaker, Congresswoman Sofía
González Torres, presented an initiative to prohibit childhood
marriage, stating that one out of every five women in Mexico
enters a marriage before the age of 18. These are ambitious
goals in a country where gender equality is just starting to
become a movement. So, knowing that the wheels of
bureaucracy often move slowly, what is the most powerful
contraceptive for young girls living in Mexico today?
Opportunity!
Girls who are given the opportunity to go to school and get an
education dream of becoming more than a teenage mother.
Teen girls who have access to youth programs that teach them
their rights and empower them to strive for something beyond
what they've known will grow up to be women who shift the
balance of gender equity and balance the scales for all females
in Mexico. Maybe then, the problem of teen pregnancy will
finally be solved.
If you would like to help, here is a short list of organizations
that assist young girls in Mexico:
Casa Mercedes: http://casamercedesiap.com/
Marie Stopes: https://mariestopes.org.mx/
Afluentes: https://www.afluentes.org/
Instituto National de Mujeres:

https://www.gob.mx/inmujeres/
The Eye is a monthly all-English magazine
that is distributed throughout the state of
Oaxaca. It can be found for FREE at hotels,
restaurants and community hot spots.
Should you wish to receive copies, advertise or
submit some writing or photography please
send us an email.
This magazine is made possible by the
advertisers so please thank them when you
use their services.
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Calendar
On the Coast Recurring Events:
AA Meetings:
English AA 6pm, Puerto Escondido Cafecito
Rinconada, Every Thursday
English Al-Anon 4:30pm, Puerto Escondido
Cafecito Rinconada, Every Saturday
Weekly Markets
Pochutla Market- Every Monday
February

Oaxaca City Recurring Events:
AA Meetings (English)
Daily - Monday and Thursday - 7 pm
Also Saturday at 1 pm - All 12 step groups welcome.
518 Colon
Religious Services
Holy Trinity Anglican Episcopal Church
Sundays 10:30 am
Crespo 211 (between Morelos and Matamoros)
Liturgy followed by coffee hour. Information 951514-3799

Friday February 2nd
Huatulco Being Art Show
Mansiones Cruz del Mar
5pm-8pm

Religious Society of Quaker Friends Meeting,
Saturdays 10 am Free. All are welcome. For more
information and location, contact:
janynelyons@hotmail.com

Saturday, February 3rd
Huatulco’s Organic Market Santa Cruz 8am-2pm

Weekly Markets
Etla Market, Every Wednesday
Tlacolula Market, Every Sunday

February.....
Jazz Dinner Shows at Hotel Eden Costa
See page 9
February 14th
Jazz Dinner Shows at Hotel Eden Costa
See page 9
Saturday, February 17th
Huatulco’s Organic Market Santa Cruz 8am-2pm

Biking
Oaxaca is More Beautiful on a Bicycle, Wednesday,
Friday, Saturday & Sunday - 9 to 10:30 pm Free,
Meet in front of Santo Domingo Church
Rental bicycles available at Mundo Ceiba, Quintana
Roo 2011
You must bring a passport or Oaxacan credentials.
They have tandems, too!

Sunday, February 18th
5 km Run at 7am for Casa Hogar mi Querido Viejo

Ethnobotanical Garden Tours in English
Weekly - Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday - 11 am
$100 pesos. Entrance Reforma and Constitutión.

Sunday, February 25th
Encuentro de Cocineros - Local cooks gather with
sample dishes to raise money for local charities.
Santa Cruz Park, 2pm - 100 pesos

Bridge
Tuesday Bridge Game at Oaxaca Lending Library,
Pino Suarez 519, $20 pesos, no partner necessary,
starting at 1:00PM
Garden Club
Monthly - 1st Wednesday Free
The Oaxaca Garden Club is dedicated to: learning,
sharing and education about gardening, agriculture
and nature, primarily in Oaxaca. To receive the
monthly notices of activities, send an email to
oaxaca.garden.club@gmail.com
Hiking
Weekly - Tuesday & Friday 9 am - November thru
March Minimal cost for transportation. Hoofing It In
Oaxaca (http://www.hoofingitinoaxaca.com/) is a
program of weekly hikes for adventurous gringos
who hanker to explore this part of Mexico on foot.
Reservations required.
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Chiles&Chocolate
Cooking Classes
Huatulco, Oaxaca

The best way to learn about a culture is through its food.
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
TUESDAY- By the Sea
-Ceviche
-Oven Roasted Shrimp Seasoned
-Baja-style Fish Tacos
-Shrimp Mousse
-Michelada with Clamato
WEDNESDAY- Mama’s Kitchen
-Black Mole- This is the most exquisite and
complicated Mexican salsa.
-Yellow Mole
-served with Rice and Chicken
-Mezcal Margarita
THURSDAY-Fiesta- Perfect recipes for
your next party!
-Poblano and Nopales Emapanadas
- Jicama Salad
-Beef Tamales in Corn Husk
-Rum Horchata

Chiles&Chocolate Cooking Classes offer a delicious culinary and
cultural experience that explore a variety of Southern Mexican
cuisine. Our hands-on classes ensure you will leave prepared to
recreate the dishes when you get home.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Small Groups
Hands-on
Instruction in English
Recipe Manual
Free Gift Bag
Lunch and Drinks Included
All classes start at 9:30am
Transportation Included

Cost: $85 USD per person
Cooking Classes are 3-4 hours
Zimatan, Huatulco

Tel. 958 105 1671

Cel. 958 100 7339

chiles.chocolate@yahoo.com
www.huatulco-catering.com

FRIDAY- Street Food- A great intro to
Mexican Food.
-Salsas
-Handmade Tortillas
-2 types of soft tacos fillings
-Sopes
-Tlayudas
-Jamaica Margaritas

